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Problem #2 à Global Climate Change
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Challenge #2 à Reduce CO
2

emission

Steve Longmore

Peat is one of Nature’s best carbon sinks

Annual peat fires in Indonesia can release more CO2

than the entire  global transport sector

Fires burn underground à traditional methods can’t pinpoint hotspot location

Takes 200 litres of water to extinguish 1m2 of peat fire
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Traditional methods of counting 

animals/fires too inefficient

Problem: Fire/ecology management 
relies on good data. Data costly to get, 
hence mostly unavailable at the spatial 
and temporal resolutions that are 
required for conservation 
management. 

Goal: Improve the efficiency of animal 
distribution and density data collection. 



Explosion in use of drones for conservation* purposes

Easy to survey large areas quickly and efficiently*a
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Use drones to survey large areas quickly



1. Can only monitor during the day 2. All objects equally bright

Automated detection and 
identification is extremely 

complex

4. Counting is often done manually  ‘by eye’

Challenge to current efforts

3. Animals naturally camouflaged

+

Steve Longmore
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stand out against the background
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At thermal-infrared wavelengths animals 
stand out against the background

Seeing in the dark…

Steve Longmore

Thermal cameras are now cheap enough and light enough to 
use routinely on drones
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Simon Pfeiffer Ron Collins



Lift off!
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University of the Year 2017 Educate North Awards

Astronomy 
detection 
algorithms

+

Machine 
learning
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Building an astro-ecology group

Steve Longmore

Research Spotlight Award (£25k)

Hire part-time 
postdoctoral 

researcher for 11 
months

Buy integrated 
thermal + optical 

camera

Maria de Juan Ovelar
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Maisie Rashman

LJMU-funded 
PhD student

Building an astro-ecology group
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Claire Burke

PDRA funded 
through STFC 

21st Challenges 
Grant

Building an astro-ecology group
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Building library of animal 
thermal fingerprints



Human Rhinos

Blue crane

Eland

Lion Elephants

RhinosGiraffe



Pilot paper published in 2017.

Associated press release à international media attention

First results

Steve Longmore

Longmore et al., 2017, International Journal of Remote Sensing,  
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Building library of animal 
thermal fingerprints
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Does this work on endangered animals?

Yes! Well, at least in captivity… what about in the wild?

How do we apply this in 
the field?



2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Contacted by conservation agencies around the world

How to use this to try and help 

conservation efforts?
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2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Learning how to catch 
poachers in Tanzania with 

LJMU Drone MSc 
students…

First steps: hunting the hunters

Steve Longmore
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Learning how to catch 
poachers in Tanzania with 

LJMU Drone MSc 
students…
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Building library of human 
thermal fingerprints

Bourke, Rashman, Wich, SNL, et al., 2018, SPIE, 10709, 2.

First steps: hunting the hunters
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STFC GCRF funding to 
hire 2 PDRAs to begin 
systematically tackling 
problem world wide

Next steps: helping conservation efforts

Steve Longmore

Ross 
McWhirter

Josh 
Veitch-Michaelis
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We’re hunting rabbits…

Tem
perature ( oC)
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Next steps: helping conservation efforts

STFC GCRF funding to hire PDRA 
to tackle peat fires in Indonesia

Temitope Sam-Odusina
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Next steps: helping conservation efforts

2. Working with WWF and 
other conservation 
agencies to begin 

systematic monitoring at 
locations around the world

1. Develop fully-
automated drone system 
with off-the-shelf parts 

operatable and 
maintainable by rangers in 

LMICs

3. Prepare data processing 
for satellite imaging
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Long-term goals

1. Fully-automated thermal drone system that can 
automatically detect and identify animals/fires, geotag 
their location and send cutout images back the ground.

2. Web-based system to which users can upload data, that 
will process the data and automatically identify different 
animal species or fires in the data, and send the results 

back to the user
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Intermediate outcomes

1. Longmore+17 à initial demonstration of astro + machine learning 
animal/human thermal detection

2. Burke+18,19 à using (astro)physics to optimize thermal drone observations 
for animal surveys 

3. Rashman+18 à adapting thermal tech and astro techniques for astro-
ecology

4. Burke+19 à pilot study quantifying detection completeness for peat fires in 
Indonesia

5. Burke+19 à Field demonstration of astro-ecology techniques to detect 
Orangutans in Borneo

6. Spaan+19 à Field demonstration in Mexico quantifying improvement 
thermal drones offer for spider monkey surveys
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Collaboration with WWF in Borneo – improved efficiency for orangutan detection.

Intermediate outcomes
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Many collaborators using online system 
Goal = quantify increased efficiency in determining animal number densities

Intermediate outcomes
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Working with search and rescue organisations in the UK to try and use system to save lives

Intermediate outcomes
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Working with conservation agencies for automatic poacher detection

Intermediate outcomes
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1. Thermal camera development (Maisie Rashman, Iain Steele)
• Stability, improved noise characteristics, Absolute temperature calibration 

2. Observing guide (Claire Burke, Andy Symons)
3. Environment effects (Claire Burke)

• Climate à ground temperature
• Obscuration by vegetation
• Radiative transfer modelling through atmosphere

4. Tracking objects in footage (Yifan Zhou, Simon Maskell)
5. Training CNNs (Ross McWhirter, Paul Fergus, Carl Chalmers, Josh Veitch-Michaelis)

• Transfer learning
• Citizen science à “Galaxy Zoo” project 
• Multi-wavelength à use thermal to automate labelling

6. Adding “Astrophysics” knowledge
• Geometry à size of animals to constrain 
• Background subtraction

7. Automated drone system (Josh Veitch-Michaelis, Owen McAree)
• Data flow: camera à on-board detection/identification à send cutout to ground
• Smart flights

8. Web-based service (Carl Chalmers, Paul Fergus, Marco Lam)
• Database, metadata, security

9. Other use cases (e.g. Search and Rescue, agriculture)

System development
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Instrumentation
• Thermal infrared: 8-14 micron

• Flir Tau2 640

• 640 x 512 pixels : 

• 45 x 37 degrees - 13 mm lens

• 32 x 26 degrees - 19 mm lens

• Accuracy: +/- 5%

• Micro bolometers different to CCDs

• More affordable for our system



Testing
How accurately can we measure absolute temperature?

(Thanks LT)



Diameter

Burke et al 2018b



Diameter



How stable is measured temperature?

Detector warm-up time

Also, other sources of systematic error;
Flat fielding
Lens ‘roll off’
Heating of camera housing
Internal noise
…Rashman et al 2019 in prep



Proof of concept – poachers

A

B

C
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How best to observe?
Longmore et al. 2017, Burke et al 2018b



How best to observe?
Burke et al 2018b

W

D

Figure 1. Left: Angled camera set up on drone, � is the angle of the camera with respect to the ground, ✓y
is the angular FOV of the camera along its y-axis, DC , DM , DF are the closest, middle and furthest distances
along the field of view of the camera, h is the drone height. RC , RM , RF are the distances between the drone
and the bottom, middle and top of the field of view. Right: The de-projected field of view showing the area
on the ground covered by the camera resulting from this setup. WC ,WM ,WF are the widths of the field of
view on the x-axis of the camera for the closest, middle and furthest distances along the y-axis. (Adapted from
Longmore et al. 2017).

by human eye as the targets will stay in the FOV for longer. With an angled setup the
field of view on the ground is distorted – covering a wider area on the ground at the
top of the field of view and a narrower area at the bottom, see Figure 1, therefore every
pixel will cover a di↵erently sized physical area on the ground and have a di↵erent
physical pixel scale. The calculation of individual pixel scales for all pixels in the FOV
is discussed in Appendix A. Assuming the desired pixel scale is in the centre of the field
of view for an angled setup, the value for height calculated becomes RM in Figure 1,
corresponding to the distance between the camera and the centre of the field of view
on the ground. The relation between flying height of the drone is then given by,

h = RM .Cos

✓
�� ✓y

2

◆
. (4)

For example, using the same target and camera as above, if the camera is instead
mounted at a � = 60� angle, in order for the target to be 10 pixels in diameter in the
middle of the field of view, then RM = 81.5 meters would be needed, giving h = 40.75
meters AGL. Since the apparent size of objects will vary across the field of view of a
camera with the angled setup this could potentially make automated detection tricky,
and care should also be taken when attempting to identify sources by eye in these
cases.

3. Absorption by intervening medium

In order to perform accurate measurements of the temperature of objects or animals
being observed it is necessary to have a thorough understanding of the observing
conditions. The properties of the medium that emitted radiation passes through before
reaching the detector (camera) will have an e↵ect on the signal received, illustrated in
Figure 2. The change in intensity of radiation as it passes through a given medium is
dictated by the physics of radiative transfer, which is described in Appendix B.
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Environmental “issues”



Spot the poachers

False detections
‘Bright compact objects’
Rocks
Tree branches
Bodies of water



Sources of thermal 
radiation



Other ‘false detections’



Spot the poachers II
“Issues” with the ground



Understanding the 
background



MODIS

Ugalla Park, Tanzania

Climate monitoring satellites

1km scale



Predicting the ground temperature

Daily temperature range for mid-March
Annual land surface temperature 
climatology

Burke et al 2018b



Testing our climatology



0700 - 21st March

Forecast ground temperature
Observed 100m flight
Observed 70m flight

Testing our climatology

Absorption by the atmosphere



Radiative transfer



Radiative transfer

Absorption spectra
8-14 micron
100 meters from source

Absorption is function of;
Distance
Pressure
Temperature
Humidity (composition)

Burke et al 2018b



Scattering of photons by water vapour (fog)

Figure 4. Left: Fraction of light from sources transmitted when passing through air containing suspended fog
droplets at di↵erent wavelengths, 0.6�0.9µm covers the visible range of light, 8�14µm is the range covered by
thermal infrared light. Right: Change in observed temperature of object with actual temperature Ts = 25�C as
a result of absorption and emission by fog for a range of air temperatures Tm = 0�40�C, with pressure P=110
kPa. The absorption spectra for water vapour is largely una↵ected by the range of pressures experienced within
the Earth’s atmosphere. Humidity is always H=100% for fog.

from nadir so viewing the ground at a larger range of distances. Figure B2 illustrates
how the atmospheric absorption and emission and angle that the camera is mounted
at will a↵ect observations.

3.1. The e↵ect of fog

Fog is a major issue for flying and observing with any aircraft. Fog occurs when the
air is already saturated with water vapour (humidity is 100%) but evaporation is
still occurring. An example of conditions which may cause this is if the ground or a
body of water is warm enough for evaporation, but the air above is very cold and
therefore already holding as much moisture as it physically can between other gaseous
molecules. The suspended droplets of water in fog have typical diameters of 1� 10µm
and the number density of droplets is between 1�100 cm�3 (Arnott et al. 1997; Hess,
Koepke, and Schult 1998), with larger droplets having a smaller number density per
unit volume. As visible light passes through the fog it is scattered by these droplets
(Diegel and Howell 2002), however due to its longer wavelength TIR light is scattered
less. The result of this is that much more TIR light can pass through and it is possible
to see objects much further away then with visible light. Figure 4 shows how light of
visible and thermal infrared wavelengths is scattered by thick fog (constructed using
data taken from Hale and Querry 1973; Arnott et al. 1997; Hess, Koepke, and Schult
1998). As is clear in this figure, for visible light 50% of the emitted radiation from the
source is transmitted through the fog up to a distance ⇠ 1 meter, the rest is scattered.
For TIR light the distance beyond which 50% of light is scattered is 10,000 meters.
See Appendix B.2 for a detailed physical description of the e↵ect of fog on light.

We generate an atmospheric spectra for water vapour in the same manner as that
described above for other atmospheric gas mixtures. An example of the subsequent
change in temperature of an object that would be observed as a result of fog is shown
in Figure 4 for a range of di↵erent air temperatures. For the range of pressures experi-
enced within the Earth’s atmosphere the absorption spectra for water vapour is largely
constant, so temperature is the only variable which needs to be considered for absorp-
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Things in the way



Burke et al 2018b



So eventually…
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If you know anyone who may be interested …

We’re hiring!

Projects tackling global warming, 
search and rescue, mine pollution, 

coral reefs protection, …


